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Introduction
Surface micromachining is the process of forming movable structures made of
thin films grown on rigid substrates (generally silicon for low surface roughness,
but can include polymers for low cost applications) and etching selective sections
away to provide the freestanding submicron-scale structures.
This whitepaper is Micralyne’s second whitepaper on surface micromachining.
The first whitepaper in this series provided an overview of MEMS Fabrication
Processes and techniques used in surface micromachining [1]. Surface
micromachining for MEMS is now a mature technology. Micralyne has extensive
experience in design, modeling, fabrication and mass manufacturing of surface
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micromachined devices for optical applications. This whitepaper illustrates two
surface micromachining applications: a high-efficiency special light modulator
and a resonator device.

MEMS Structures for Optical Applications
Optical MEMS components are ubiquitous and commonly found in fiber-optic
communications, datacom systems, medical imaging and spectroscopy
applications to name a few. MEMS Micro-mirrors are the largest subset of
Optical MEMS devices and are generally used to provide actuated reflection,
deflection and diffraction (interference), but advanced surface micromachining
techniques can also be deployed to create a class of devices referred to as
special light modulators that open up a range of possibilities for high-speed
imaging applications.
Micralyne has expertise in manufacturing a wide range of optical devices. MEMS
manufacturing techniques such as bulk micromachining and surface
micromachining are both utilized by Micralyne for optical telecom devices.
Optical devices manufactured at Micralyne include:
• MEMS tilt mirrors
• Variable Optical Attenuators
(VOA
• MEMS scanning mirrors
•
Spatial Light Valves (SLV)
• MEMS Mirror arrays
• Silicon Optical Benches (SiOB)
• MEMS-based Optical Crossfor advanced packaging of fiberConnects (OXC)
optic components
• Wavelength Selective
Switches (WSS)

MEMS Tilt / Scan and Mirror Arrays
Scanning a two-axis
(tip-tilt) MEMS mirror
(or "micromirror") is an
optical beam-steering
(or
2D
optical
scanning) technology
that is widely used in
many electro-optic and
fiber-optic applications.
Bulk micromachining
is
used
in
the
manufacturing of flat
silicon
based
micromirrors, which tilt

Micromirror
s

Electrostatic comb drives
3-5 µm in width

Microhinges for mirror tilt
Figure 1: Micralyne 1X2 MEMS Optical Switch early
prototypes ~2010
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on hinge structures (high aspect ratio narrow beams made of the same silicon
layer as the mirror) as illustrated in Figure 1.
Micralyne offers a proven
technology platform known as
MicraGEM-Si™[2]
to
its
customers for manufacturing
complex
optical
MEMS
structures such as staggered
vertical comb-drive actuators,
and tilt micro-mirrors. The
platform consists of an SOI
(Silicon-On-Insulator)
base
wafer with customer-defined
cavities, support posts, and
electrical wiring. A top SOI
wafer, with optional cavities, is
Figure 2: MicraGEM-Si multi-layer Silicon-OnInsulator (SOI) based process platform for
then fusion-bonded to the
advanced MEMS devices.
base wafer. The handle wafer
is removed, leaving a precise
thickness MEMS device layer. A patterned metal layer is added for high
reflectivity, circuit routing, and wire bonding. The top side of the wafer can be
patterned and etched to release the MEMS structures.
Micralyne’s
unique
process
capabilities
provide high-yielding wafer
bonding
after
several
iterations
of
mask
patterning and deep silicon
etch. Alignment tolerance
between the initial bottom
layers and the final top
silicon layer is within +/0.4
microns.
This
alignment is critical for the
fabrication of vertical comb
drives.
Comb drives that are
vertically etched into the
different silicon layers

Bond
surfaces

Figure 3: Advanced process flows include two bonded
SOI wafers for independent two-axis mirror actuation
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provide a low voltage, large tilt angle capability for controlled aiming of an
undistorted laser beam. The resonant frequency of tilting and scanning mirror
devices made in this manner is in the kilohertz range.

Spatial Light Valves
Spatial Light Valves (SLV) are
MEMS device-based tunable spatial
light modulators that deploy the
principle of diffraction to provide a
highly efficient means to switch,
modulate, and attenuate light. Its
unique combination of speed,
accuracy,
reliability,
and
manufacturability has been field
proven in demanding applications.
Diffraction gratings are among the
most
commonly
used
optical
elements in a wide range of
applications ranging from digital
printing, laser marking, spectroscopy,
metrology, and numerous other
emerging applications where precise
manipulation of light is required. 3Dimaging applications such as LiDAR,
structured illumination in Time-OfFlight cameras can also benefit from
this technology.

Figure 4: Micralyne Spatial Light Modulator
Top: In the “on” state, a flat ribbon is up to
98% reflective. Bottom: In the “off” state,
both diffractive and geometric contributions
decrease the reflectivity to 1 - 2% of the
incoming intensity.

Examples of similar micromachined
devices
include
Silicon
Light
Machines’ Grating Light Valve (GLV),
the Kodak Grating Electromechanical System (GEMS) and the Polychromix
Polychromator. This whitepaper discusses the Micralyne approach to design and
manufacturing of spatial light modulators referred to as SLV in the following
sections.
The SLV device is a dynamic diffraction grating that can serve as a simple mirror
in the static state, or a variable grating in the dynamic state. The SLV offers a flat
surface in the unactuated state, which allows light energy to directly reflect off. In
the dynamic state, the individual elements are deflected to destructively interfere
and cancel the signal.
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Figure 5: Linear array of mirror elements – 40µm X 300µm elements. Each element “ribbon”
acts as a switch

The SLV is surface micromachined
as a linear array of mirror elements.
This linear array of elements can be
rapidly
reconfigured
through
deformation of individual mirror
elements to form an electrically
addressable diffraction grating, as
illustrated in Figure 4. When
compared with traditional optical
MEMS devices, the SLV offers
significantly faster operating speed
and high optical efficiency (low
insertion loss due to high mirror
reflectivity).

Figure 6: SLV with pinned end structure

The high speed of the device is achieved from the edge pinning of the flexible
membranes, which offers high restoring force, along with a central rib acting as a
mechanical support that provides the ability to maintain mirror flatness when
unactuated.
SLVs can be configured to a wide range of lengths (ranging from 50µm to 5mm)
with consistent frequency response. A cross-section of an SLV device comprised
of 40µm wide by 300µm long ribbon elements is shown in Figure 7.
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A

A
Figure 7: SEM view of a portion of a 40 µm wide ribbon with partially etched 300 nm thick
sacrificial layer (A).

The gap between the elements shown in Figure 7 is 300nm in height with the
etched ingress (extending beyond the photograph edges) at 20µm width on
either side.
This unique approach offers significant functional advantages in terms of speed,
accuracy, reliability, and ease of manufacturing over the common traditional
“tilting-mirror” MEMS structures. Micralyne has produced such devices for a
variety of optical applications ranging from wavelengths in the visible spectrum,
near-infrared, and out to 10.6µm for far IR CO2 laser-marking applications.

SLV Device Operation
An SLV element is set to the diffracting
state by electrostatically deflecting
alternate ribbons to produce a
symmetrical reflective blazed grating
as shown in Figure 8 (a tutorial on
blazed gratings is available through
Thorlabs [1]) run in the Littrow
configuration). If required, the device
can also be configured in a pure blazed
grating (with inverted “L” shape rather
than an inverted “V” shape); the simpler
version of the inverted “V” is discussed
in this whitepaper.

Figure 8: Blazed grating [3]

Figure 9 illustrates the SLV device operation (please refer to US patent -US
6,856,448B2 for detailed overview of device operation), [4].
When voltage is applied between the top (#30 in Figure 9) and bottom electrodes
(#42 in Figure 9), the device folds lengthwise along the rib (#36 in Figure 9),
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forming a nearly triangular cross section when snapped down. The length of
each element is well above the width of the laser and has been demonstrated in
device geometries as large as 5mm, so that this cross-section is completely
uniform throughout the laser-illuminated area in optical tests.
Snap-down (sometimes known as
“pull-in”
or
“hard
contact”)
actuation makes this a very rapid
transition, limited in most cases by
the speed of the driver electronics,
as evidenced in Figure 10. The
cross-section of the resulting
shape
creates
destructive
interference (#76 and #78 in
Figure 9) of the incident wavefront
(#70 in Figure 9). This transition
creates contrasts of up to 65:1,
with reflection from 98% to as low
Figure 9: SLV device operation [4]
as 1.5%. This high contrast in
zeroth-order light (#74 in Figure 9)
offers high-efficiency throughput for the illuminating laser light (98%). The
resultant beam can be used directly, minimizing laser cost or maximizing
transmitted energy, depending on the application.

Figure 10: 1.5 MHz response showing some minor ringing and 20:1 contrast;
snap-down is at 20 V actuation

Such high efficiency in the device is realized through pure MEMS processing of
layers on atomically flat silicon wafers, minimizing film growth artifacts that can
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cause laser speckle. Figure 12 provides a schematic representation of the MEMS
processing of the layers on top of the silicon wafer used in fabrication of the
device.
The choice of the top metal is based on the end-application (gold for infrared
wavelengths, aluminum for the visible spectrum); the sacrificial layer thicknesses
are dependent on the wavelength of the light. When the applied voltage is
released, the device snaps back into shape, and the restoring force (proportional
to speed) is determined by the thickness of the silicon nitride layer, which also
dictates the voltage requirements need to snap down.

Figure 11: Ribbon Structure

All feature widths and lengths are determined through lithography, and all
thicknesses and heights are determined by controlled thin film growth. The final
structure, with the sacrificial layer removed, offers a membrane that actuates with
voltage that is applied to the upper and lower membranes, where the reflective
metal surface also serves as a conducting electrode.
a)

Sequential deposition of full film stack
Stack from Bottom to Top: Metal electrode on bottom, followed by dielectric, sacrificial
layer, structural layer, and top electrode that also serves as a reflector.

b)

Etch metal electrode pattern with mirror element, routing and bond pads.
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c)

Etch slits between each mirror element to access for undercut etch to remove
sacrificial layer material.

d)

Undercut of sacrificial layer through the openings made between the mirror
elements.

e)

Etch continues to form a final pedestal at the center of each mirror. The process is
almost complete at this point; the SEM image below illustrates the pedestal formation
at the same location and same process step.
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f)

The final etch profile with pedestals etched to the desired width.

Microscope image of the final processed device:

Figure 12: Schematic representation of the etching profile of a SLV device

After sacrificial material release, a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) coating is
applied to reduce stiction - although the restoring force is so high that even wet
processing would not induce stiction without the SAM coating. The high restoring
force of the resulting structure, combined with the SAM coating eliminate any
potential stiction challenges, despite the fact that the device is designed to
operate in digital (snap-down contact) mode. No in-use failures due to stiction
have been observed to date in the device, tested over years and hundreds of
billions of cycles.
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SLV Device Performance
The main use for the device being discussed in this whitepaper is that of spatial
light modulation. The formation of the shape of a grating or a mirror at high
speed allows individual elements to function as switches or attenuators.

Figure 13: Deformed shape of a deliberately stressed (curved up) membrane
as it is actuated in 1 V increments.

The shape of the deformed beam is important in understanding the grating that
results from actuation. Figure 13 above shows a single element being actuated
through a range of voltages from 0V to 57V. The diffracting “off” state is an
inverted “V” and does not change shape significantly even if the device is driven
beyond the snap-down voltage.
The device can be individually addressed as a programmable grating through an
optical system, which blocks non-zero orders at the focal point. The linear array
of addressable switches can then impart information for graphics, laser marking,
displays and a variety of other applications.
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Figure 14: Differentiation of a linear modulator input into individual signals using an order
blocker at the focal point, [6]

These devices are highly stable, as evidenced by the membrane’s ability to hold
its shape over the 3-minute scan that each voltage was taken at in Figure 13.
The diffraction gratings produce a wide range of Pulse Width Modulated (PWM)
analogue grey scale, allowing intensity to be continuously varied from dark to
bright according to applied voltage.
The geometries of film thicknesses and lithographically defined beam dimensions
allow designs for specific laser wavelengths to be targeted from visible to far IR
(10.6µm) applications. Fabricated devices have imaged near IR sensitive media
at high speed and high resolution (Gpixel/second; 10µm resolution).
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Because the ribbon is anchored not only along its center length (at the top of the
rib), but also anchored and under tension from the endpoints (Figure 6), it
responds much more sharply than a fixed-end beam, returning to its resting state
with very low-amplitude and brief ringing effects in the mechanical domain. In
many configurations, this ringing will have phase but not amplitude effects on the
optical response. This allows operation at switching rates of up to 10 MHz, with
the option to increase this value based on trade-offs with other specifications.
The high speed is due to the strong restoring force, and allows designs with
symmetrical timing of up and down motion at frequencies generally associated
with devices such as diaphragms. It allows for voltages far beyond the snapdown voltage to be applied (Figure 13). The voltage can generally be taken to
twice the value of the actuation voltage, after which charging effects can be seen.
This characteristic also makes it highly robust and vibration resistant, as is typical
with MEMS devices whose resonant frequencies are well above those of
mechanical vibrations in the application environment.
In operation, individual elements are controlled electrostatically to deform and
make the appropriate grating structure as the IR sensitive media being imaged is
moved differentially to the optics. This then builds the image as programmed,
with the addressing of the active grating resulting in the formation of the image
pixels.
In practice, arrays have been designed for imaging in the near IR to image media
that is sensitive to that wavelength (ablating the material in the “on” state where
the element(s) form a mirror). In this particular case, 36” x 48” plates were
imaged to 10µm resolution in several minutes.
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Resonance Modes of the SLV Device
The return actuation of the SLV device from “off” to “on” is in the direction
opposite to the snap-down motion. The usual limitations (for a capacitor plate on
an ideal Hooke’s Law spring, snap-down occurs at one third of the gap) do not
apply to the voltage driving into the off state; however there is still a snap-down
occurrence in the device.
Instead, the limiting factor is a trade-off with actuation voltage, and all of this can
be modelled in COMSOL to provide a method to design the geometry for the
intended application (Figure 15 shows a “half” element). This means that the
device should not be driven beyond the first resonant frequency mode, or a
variable shape will form; however, note that the first resonant mode provides the
desired interference windowing.

Figure 15: 1 MHz sample resonant structure model [5]

The resonant frequency is affected by changes in viscous damping due to air
pressure changes, or by functionalizing the surface, among other examples.
Figure 15 shows the shift in resonant frequency spanning over pressures from
medium vacuum to atmospheric pressure.
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Figure 16: Changes in Q-factor and resonant frequency of the device with pressure [5]
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Surface Micromachined High-Speed Resonators
Thin structures offer high resonant frequencies and high displacement values in
the region where diffractive interference of laser radiation can be exploited.
Micromechanical resonators have been proposed as promising platforms for
high-throughput and label-free diagnosis of multiple biomarkers as they are
extremely sensitive, scalable and conducive to integration into large arrays.
These devices operate by monitoring the resonance frequency shift that is
attributed to the mass of an adsorbed target analyte. Biospecificity is usually
achieved by immobilizing the devices with target-specific bioreceptors.
The detection of biomarkers via mass sensing have included Quartz Crystal
Microbalances (QCM), Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR), and microcantilevers. Each method has advantages and disadvantages, but the use of an
array of surface micromachined high-speed resonators has shown that a small
localization of material and detection of bacteria can be accomplished with one
simple device.
A single bacterium can weigh approximately 150fg, and using a high speed
resonator like the one discussed here, can exhibit a resonant frequency shift that
is detectable in a single resonant element.
Figure 17 shows a 100kHz shift in frequency with a bacterial growth on the
element, and shows the modelled predictions vs. the actual results.

Figure 17: Frequency sensing of a bacteria laden sample detected with resonance shift [5]

The robustness of the device allows processing of the surface to functionalize it
for specific bacterial captures. This micro-resonator array is a promising platform
for the detection of a small number of bacteria due to its enhanced features
including high mass sensitivity, large surface-to-volume ratio, and extremely
compact array design.
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Summary and Conclusions
While bulk silicon-based optical switching using comb drives remains the most
commonly used micro-fabrication technique for telecommunications applications
at Micralyne, MEMS surface micromachined structures referred to as SLV offer a
highly efficient means to switch, modulate, and attenuate light. Its unique
combination of speed, accuracy, reliability, and manufacturability has been field
proven.
Diffraction gratings are among the most commonly used optical elements in a
wide range of applications ranging from digital printing, laser marking,
spectroscopy, metrology, and numerous other emerging applications where
precise manipulation of light is required. 3D-imaging applications such as LiDAR,
structured illumination in Time-Of-Flights cameras can also benefit from this
technology.
A single near IR laser beam with high power (40W) can be efficiently utilized to
switch individual channels in parallel at MHz speeds for the SLV device. This
enables GB/second transference rates, and the device has been successfully
utilized to image 36” x 48” areas to 10µm resolution in minutes using only a few
hundred channels (effectively 50 Mpixels transferred).
Geometric considerations dictate device performance. The wavelength of use
dictates the gap (movement range) of the structures, the film thickness of the
membrane influences speed and voltage drive requirements, and the geometric
width is dictated by the requirements of the optical system; all have interplay with
each other which can be modeled.
For more information on Micralyne’s optical MEMS solutions, MEMS Technology
platforms and foundry capabilities for manufacturing your cutting-edge optical
products, please visit www.micralyne.com or contact us at sales@micralyne.com.
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Contact Micralyne
Micralyne Inc.
1911 – 94 Street NW
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6N 1E6
Email: info@micralyne.com
Web: www.micralyne.com
Phone: +1.780.431.4400
Fax:
+1.780.431.4422

About Micralyne
Micralyne is a leading independent MEMS foundry, and volume manufacturer of
novel MEMS devices. Since 1998, Micralyne has served over 350 customers
globally, and developed more than 750 MEMS processes. Micralyne’s fabrication
solutions have been used in MEMS sensors for precise measurement devices,
MEMS optical switching technology, lab-on-a-chip components, micro-needles,
pressure sensors, gas sensors, accelerometers, thermal imaging sensors, and
microfluidics.
Micralyne’s MEMS foundry model allows clients to access enhanced services
such as validated MEMS Technology Processes and Platforms, Advanced
Packaging - WLP, TSV, TGV, discrete and custom sub-assembly services. This
foundry model has successfully produced products for industries including biomedical, aerospace, automotive, oil and gas, telecom, and industrial sensors.
Micralyne offers our customers a strategic partnership with deep technical
knowledge and fabrication capabilities.
Micralyne's product quality assurance system is designed to ensure any products
produced meet customer requirements and specifications. We are both ISO9001
and ISO13485 certified.

Copyright © 2018 Micralyne Inc. Micralyne and MicraGEM-Si are trademarks or
registered trademark of Micralyne Inc.
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